Students’ Top Ten News Election

Organized by

(for school use)

Please read carefully the shortlisted news and vote for the top ten news by using a tick in the appropriate
boxes. The number of tick you marked on the ballot paper should be TEN only. Otherwise, your ballot paper
will be considered as null and void.
01 The HKSAR Government is giving out $5,000 consumption vouchers in the hope that it will help boost the
economy

02 Anti-coup protests break out across Myanmar as military seizes power
03 MIRROR’s popularity is on the sharp rise and the frenzy is sweeping Hong Kong
04 Teenagers need only one dose of BioNTech vaccine to reduce the risk of myocarditis
05 US withdrawal from Afghanistan causes the Taliban regime’s comeback
06 Hong Kong's best-ever Olympic result: Edgar Cheung Ka-long wins Hong Kong's second gold
07 Fukushima nuclear wastewater to be discharged into the sea: neighbouring countries air their dissatisfaction
08 Mainland strengthens measures to prevent minors from becoming addicted to online games
09 2 dead, 8 injured in fatal car accident in Tai Po
10 Business sector launches lucky draw to encourage vaccination
11 Tropical cyclones hit Hong Kong in quick succession and the Observatory is criticised for its arrangements for
announcements

12 Education Bureau ends partnership with half-century-old PTU
13 Teachers and students with a 70% vaccination rate apply for full resumption of classes
14 Taiwan train derails with 200 casualties
15 Hong Kong team wins 2 silver and 3 bronze medals at Tokyo 2020 Paralympic games
16 Huawei’s Meng Wanzhou Released from Canada after Reaching Agreement with US
17 Ocean Park receives another government injection and finally opens its water park after 4 years of delay
18 Five-year-old girl abused to death: biological father and stepmother found guilty of murder
19 Apple Daily ceases publication after 26 years, bidding farewell with millions of copies
20 Biden takes office as US president, Trump still influences US politics
21 A new milestone for China’s spaceflight: astronauts’ spacewalk, and probes on Mars
22 Over 300 people killed, half a hundred missing in Henan rainstorm
23 Famous Mainland artist Wu Yifan arrested on suspicion of rape
24 New coronaviruses found in many countries: vaccine protection a concern
25 National Security Law implemented: 47 people charged with subversion of state power
26 The Tuen Ma Line, the longest MTR line, runs through Kowloon and the New Territories
27 H&M refuses to use cotton from Xinjiang: Chinese people boycott strike
28 Senior Secondary Curriculum Reform Liberal Studies to be renamed Citizenship and Social Development
29 Tokyo Olympics postponed for a year, but held smoothly despite the epidemic
30 Hong Kong’s brain drain intensifies, raising concerns about the resurgence of emigration
The shortlisted news is sorted randomly, and the news is as of 31 October 2021. The election results will be
announced in early January 2022.

